We present a pixel-wise metric for 
Introduction
With growing sensors and efficient hardware capabilities, Aerial Video Surveillance (AVS) has been employed over wide area, for hours at a time. Due to the immense flow of data, increasing the video compression rate is more crucial than before, as is identifying independent motion for an end user in what can be sparse terrain. Both tasks can be largely addressed by classifying image regions into no motion, periodic motion, or independent motion in ground stabilized video. Our work attempts to address this in a pixelwise fashion.
Our approach
Given a fixed time window of stabilized, persistent aerial video, we present a method to create a metric per pixel whereby motion classification can be performed. The unitless metric delineates ranges for which a pixel, in the timed window, can undergo independent motion (closer to 0), parallax (closer to 1), no motion whatsoever (assigned the value -1). We eliminate the need for background estimation to detect changes in Wide Area Motion Imagery (WAMI) by employing signal decomposition based on phase congruency and time-frequency analysis.
Due to the linear scalability of our approach, it can easily be parallelized aboard the recording platform and applied prior to compression as a foreground Region Of Interest (ROI) mask for independent motion or a ROI suppression mask for structural motion. If the scene indeed undergoes persistent precession from the sensor motion, then a ROI mask derived with our method can be employed prior to 3D reconstruction in order to disambiguate independent motion that happens to mimic parallax at some time point in time.
The paper is outlined as follows. The remainder of this section discusses related work in the aspects of pixel-based motion segmentation, change detection in 3D, and finally periodic motion analysis. In Section 2, we expound on saliency via phase congruency, its relationship to Owens' energy decomposition [15] , and the metric derivation. Section 3 discusses the experiments and results for our metric on both simulated and real data, and we conclude in Section 4.
Related work
Several efforts have been put forth for pixel-based motion segmentation with the understanding that video imagery was aligned or ground stabilized. Many methods employed temporal differencing [4, 11] , which generally failed to capture the interior of moving regions. Other methods sought to utilize statistical modeling with Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) or Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) [1, 3] . In general, these strategies faltered when changes occurred gradually over time, when multiple overlapping changes occurred over multiple image frames, or when structural motion emerged [3] . Gradient suppression of the background difference image was also used to remove structural motion as a local technique [17] .
We specifically address persistent WAMI from an orbiting low-altitude aircraft. In that scenario, structural motion, or parallax, occurs when recording scenes with large depth variations. Change detection in 3D refers to distinguishing parallax motion from independent object motion in the imagery. Several solutions in application to surveillance with moving sensors have approximated epipolar geometry [6] , leveraged correspondences [20] , and employed shape constraints [13] . These solutions mostly require dense structural motion and limited independent motion (with the exception of [5] ). To overcome these constraints, the epipolar geometry was also progressively solved for over a sequence of aligned image frames but was sensitive to epipole initialization. [9, 18] In periodic motion detection, procedures have been motivated by video content behavior analysis. This genre follows the general strategy of background estimation and feature tracking, followed by feature alignment and timefrequency analysis of their descriptions. Pixel-based methods have used raw data [12] or a derivation thereof [16] . More recent approaches employed features [10] or regions [2] to establish correspondence, followed by periodicity analysis. In all approaches, the camera's optimal axis is roughly parallel to the ground plane, whereas in AVS applications, the camera's optical axis can be approximately normal to the ground plane. This is the first time periodic region detection has been applied in AVS or WAMI as far as we know.
Method
With the proposed data configuration of persistent, ground stabilized WAMI, we propose that structural motion in WAMI is analogous to pixel-wise periodic motion and, similarly, independent motion to pixel-wise irregular motion (or there can be no motion at all). Let I(x, t) represent the normalized intensity value of an arbitrary pixel in the image at x = (x, y) at time t. For a fixed time window, let f (x) represent the pixel's time sequence of normalized intensities located at x. Each pixel's temporal signal is decomposed as defined in [15] , then summation over the normalized period power is purposed as the classification metric. We delve into further detail in the remainder of this section.
Phase congruency and local energy
Phase Congruency (PC) can be employed as a low-level salient feature in a signal [14] . Comprehensive expositions on the topic can be found in [7, 8] , where the studies on phase congruency are motivated by early human vision, but intended for application in computer vision. Our interest lies in its use in the single temporal direction, where the utility of visual saliency still applies, and we seek changes in the raw data that would be comparable to a visual shift. An example of phase congruency of a 1D square signal is shown in Figure 1a .
The phase congruency of a 1D signal is directly proportional to its local energy in [19] . The signal can be decomposed, and the local energy analytically resolved using Equation (1) as defined in [15] , where H(f (x)) is the Hilbert transform of f (x).
The smooth and local energy are calculated as in Equation (2), wheref (x) is the reconstruction of signal f (x) with the Direct Current (DC) component nullified after Fourier Transform (FT).
The signal decomposition of a square signal into smooth f s (x) and local energy f e (x) is shown in Figure 1b. 
Time-frequency analysis of local energy
In persistent WAMI, structural motion appears to follow an elliptical orbit with respect to the ground plane, while independent motion (of vehicles or people) move as an observer expects. The pixels comprising the regions where structural motion appears are then undergoing regular periodic intensity variation. Figure 2 displays examples of structural, or periodic, motion and independent, or irregular, motion.
In the first step towards resolving our motion metric, we calculate the 1D power spectrum of the local energy f e (x) for every pixel and only take into account the peaks of the spectrum. In only taking into consideration the maximal values of periodic power, we have no need for any windowing function, which in practice may dampen the values we seek and increase the minimum length of the time window required. Figure 3 . Examples of the periodic and irregular local energy fe(x) and its power spectrum with three cycles of precession from real data. For signals with non-periodic saliencies, the power over all periods is significantly lower than that for signals with periodic saliencies.
spectrum is normalized such that the power over all periods sums to unity. The measure only summates over the normalized powers which peak along the period axis. Let P(x) = {p 1 (x), p 2 (x), . . . p ⌊ n /2⌋ (x)} be the sorted set of peaks of normalized power (so p 1 may represent a scalar value of 0.275 at period 300 as in Figure 3a ) in descending order, where n is the number of image frames of the time window. Then we define our metric as in Equation (3).
We can vary the number of peaks k over which the metric summates. We empirically observe that values of k between 3 and 10 are sufficient. Pixels that have a normalized intensity variance below a fixed threshold are removed from the classification process altogether. Once the metric has been computed, the normalized values can be thresholded to differentiate structural motion (closer to 1) from independent motion (positive and closer to 0). Motion with summed periodic power below α is classified as irregular motion, typically α ∈ [0.05, 0.30]. Otherwise, summed periodic power above β is classified as periodic, or structural motion, typically β ∈ [0.50, 0.90], as shown below. If α < β, motion classification is mutually exclusive.
g(x) < α for irregular motion g(x) > β for periodic motion
Experiments
The experiments presented in this paper were somewhat limited by the availability of WAMI data and its availability for dissemination. First, we examined the metric's detection of structural motion using artificial data, and then secondly, we analyzed independent motion detection using proprietary real WAMI. The run-time of our method per pixel is O(n log n).
Structural motion
The first experiment was a qualitative view of the algorithm's results for structural motion detection using simulated data.
Data
Three AVS datasets were simulated using Google Earth Pro over New York City, NY and Washington, DC. The camera's optical axis was normal to the ground plane and slightly tilted to imitate precession of a hovering platform sensor. The imagery was stabilized at the ground plane, but independent motion and traffic were not simulated. The imagery averaged about 1000×1000 pixels per frame.
Results
The procedure of verifying pixel regions with structural motion is no simple task in manual segmentation, thus this experiment was purposed for qualitative evaluation. Results of the three AVS simulations can be seen in Figure 4 . The regions comprising structures with high disparity undergoing precession in the fixed time window are highlighted in blue tint.
As with many pixel-based motion detectors, the results have shown that the method does not guarantee the motion detection for structural motion region interiors, due to the region homogeneity of their surfaces. When operating on real data (not shown here), this has not been the case, as surfaces glean illumination effects in the sensor and surfaces appear inhomogeneous over time. Such effects were not simulated here. Despite having false negatives, this method can provide an indication of regions to suppress in independent motion detection and compression or an ROI in resolving scene disparity.
Independent motion
The second experiment evaluated the detection of independent movers.
Data
This test analyzed a proprietary WAMI dataset that was stabilized and divided into video sequence blocks of size 2176×2176 with over 2000 frames. Three spatially disjoint sequences with varying amounts of both structural and independent motion were used to test the detection of independent movers, where ground truth was available in the form of manually verified tracks (originating from a commercial tracker) of independent moving objects. Sequence 1 contains least amount of independent motion whereas sequence 3 contains the most. We also note that sequence 2 contains the least depth disparity, but the most dense structural motion in close proximity to areas of independent motion.
Results
We tested our method on time windows of frame size n = {400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400}, where the estimated period of precession was 300 frames. In calculating Equation (3) Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) and PrecisionRecall (PR) curves for independent motion on three sequences are shown in Figure 5 . Both sets of ROC and PR curves are able to show complimentary information. It is first observed that any increase in the FPR is significantly smaller than the gains in the TPR across all parameters varied. The Area Under the Curve (AUC) for all tiles ranges from approximately 0.65 -0.85 depending on the amount of activity. As expected, precision increases with n and peaks for specific combinations of k and α, across all three sequences. Precision confidence for all curves increases with the amount of independent motion (with each sequence).
Gains for all sequences diminish once two cycles of precession have been observed (n ≥ 600). Sequence 2 has markedly lower TPR for all parameters due to the spatial proximity of structural motion and independent motion causing occlusion in the imagery. We also note that all ROC curves plateau with parameters near the PR breakeven point consistently for all sequences.
These results show that fairly accurate predictions of independent motion were assessed with n ≥ 600. The method is parallelizable and runs in linearithmic time per pixel in which motion can be quickly detected prior to compression. If employed as an ROI mask prior to tracking, the number of false detections and spurious tracks would decrease due to disambiguation from other types of motion in the scene.
Conclusion
We presented a pixel-based metric for change detection in 3D for persistent, ground stabilized WAMI. Our method derived this measure via the summation of normalized periodic power of each pixel's local energy decomposition in a fixed time window. The method does not require any camera geometry estimation, tracking, or correspondences, but only a sufficient length of time window to capture the precessive motion. We proposed its use as ROI maps for compression and SFM. Results were shown qualitatively for structural motion detection using simulated data and quantitatively for independent motion detection using real, proprietary WAMI. For independent motion detection, results showed consistent detection rates once two cycles of pre- cession were observed across three sequences with varying amount of mutually exclusive and confounding motion. The work here is meant to be as a ROI detector to boost the performance of spatially conscious algorithms on persistent WAMI. Future investigation will undertake scale space adaptation to this method along with automatic threshold tuning. Another direction for future work includes quantitative comparison with existing state-of-the-art methods for independent motion detection. Figure 5 . Independent motion detection results in ROC curves (first row) and PR curves (second row), where each column corresponds to a single sequence. The value of k dictates to the circle marker size, an increase the α threshold indicates an increase in color hue's saturation, and each color hue corresponds to a different value of n. There are 42 curves in each plot. Each curve plotted is fixed in n and α, such that each curve has the same color hue and saturation, and varies in k, such that the 6 markers of a single curve increase in size along the x-axis. The legend for all graphs is in (c). The y-axes are scaled with an appropriate Sigmoid function to best accentuate each graph.
